
Friends of Tomoka Basin State Parks Park Bench Donation Program Agreement 
 
Donation Amount  
With a donation of $2,000.00 (or more) to the Friends of Tomoka Basin State Parks, a Park Bench 
with a personalized engraved message will be installed in one of the three Tomoka Basin State 
Parks, by park staff and volunteers. The donation amount covers the cost of the bench, installation, 
and the engraved personalized message. The Friends of Tomoka Basin State Parks is a 501(c)(3) 
charitable organization.  

Location  
The donor may request a specific park for their Park Bench to be placed. The location is based on 
availability. If a location in the preferred park is not avaliable, the donor will be provided the 
opportunity to select another park with availability. The exact location within the selected park will be 
determined by park staff and will be based on availability and the needs of the park. (Please Note: 
Some parks are at capacity and are no longer accepting additional benches, park staff will make the 
final determination on the Park Bench location).  

Park Bench Design  
The design of Park Bench is determined by the FOTBSP and park staff. Bench designs may differ 
from the original order based on availability and park needs.  

Installation Time Frame  
The installation of new Park Benches are based on product availability and shipping schedules. It is 
estimated that installation will occur within two - five months from final approvals.  

Bench Warranty  
The FOTBSP will honor the manufacturer’s warranty. FOTBSP, the Florida Park Service or the 
Department of Environmental Protection will not be responsible for replacement of the bench in the 
event of loss due to theft, vandalism, storm damage or other acts of God. Park management reserves 
the right to remove or relocate the bench if it interferes with park safety, maintenance, protection, or 
resource management activities. Benches that become unsafe or that are damaged or permanently 
defaced will be removed. At the end of the bench’s life cycle or upon removal, the original donor may 
be offered first right of refusal to replace the bench at a reduced cost based on pricing at the time of 
replacement by submitting a new agreement and application.  

Black Engraved 40-character Message 
A 40-character personalized engraving will be included on each Park Bench. The donor may select 
the verbiage based on the number of characters in the allotted space. To create the best experience 
for all park visitors the messages must be consistent with the experience of visiting the park. FOTBSP 
and park management will approve the final language of the message and have the right to reject or 
modify the message as needed. We will not be accepting memorial messages as a part of this 
program. If you wish to acknowledge a loved one in your message, you may write “Donated 
by___” or “Provided on Behalf of___” as a part of your message.  

Additional Terms 
Once the Park Bench is installed, the donor will receive notification of the bench placement with 
details indicating the location of the bench. The placement of any mementos (i.e., wreaths, flowers, 
vases, statues, etc.) in the vicinity of the Park Bench is prohibited.  
 
By acknowledging this agreement, you affirm to having read, understood, and agreed to the above 
terms and conditions.  


